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INTERIOR BLINDS
Personalise your interior blinds to your own style.
Roller blinds are a smart and versatile option for window 
dressing, with the ability to complement both contemporary and 
traditional interior design styles. Roller blinds are available in 
single, dual and linked selections with control options ranging 
from chain to motorised.
We offer a variety of Venetian blinds in both timber, PVC and 
aluminium construct, in a wide range of slat sizes. Venetian 
blinds are perfect for privacy and controlling the angle of the 
sunlight entering the room.

INSECT SCREENS
Enjoy the perfect indoor outdoor flow without worrying about 
pesky flies and insects getting in. The classic mesh design fits 
over doors and windows, protecting your home from bugs while 
letting the fresh air and light in - choose from barrier free door 
screens, detachable pleated window and door screens and the 
cabriolet roller window screens - custom made. 09 401 7370 
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OUTDOOR ROOMS
Versatile, beautiful outdoor spaces connecting your home 
and garden seamlessly providing shelter from the elements.

FLEXIROOF
Simple uncluttered design to complement your own creativity. 
Flexiroof can be used as verandah providing shelter from the 
rain and wind  - add on Ziptrak Blinds and you have a fully 
enclosed  outdoor room.

Our 15 year warranty is the best you will find. We use high 
tensile aluminium which is 70% stronger.

6000 choices, 20 roof sizes, 6 kit configurations, 50 plus 
powder-coat colours.

OMEGA PERGOLA
Stylish and durable retractable pergola systems are a clever 
way to create an outdoor room and increase your living space.  
The Omega pergola is an architectural awning engineered in 
Europe.

ZIPTRAK SCREENS
Offering Privacy and Shelter from Sun, Wind and Rain.

Ziptrak blinds connect your indoor and outdoor environments 
into one harmonious space so you can enjoy year round 
protected outdoor entertainment and relaxation.

No zips, cords, rope or wire.

Ziptrak blinds can be left at any position along the track.  Take 
control of your environment in seconds with simple and easy 
hand operation - these can also be motorised.

AWNINGS
We have a range of versatile awnings to suit the New 
Zealand environment.  These products provide protection 
from the harshest of conditions and the longevity required 
to be recognised as the best on the market.

Offering a choice of manual or motorised, European 
awnings and window drop arm awnings.

SHADE SAILS &
ROLLER SHADES

Whether you are wanting to create shade or a waterproof 
area, we are Northland’s leading manufacture of Shade 
Sails, choose your design and colour to complement your 
own personal style.
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